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Learn how to persuade cats—the world’s most skeptical and cautious negotiators—with this
primer on rhetoric and argument from the New York Times bestselling author of Thank You for
Arguing! Cats are skilled manipulators who can talk you into just about anything without a
single word (or maybe a meow or two). They can get you to drop whatever you’re doing and
play with them. They can make you serve their dinner way ahead of schedule. They can get
you to sit down in an instant to provide a lap. On the other hand, try getting a cat to do what
you want.... While it’s hard, persuading a cat is possible. And after that, persuading humans
becomes a breeze, and that is what you will learn in this book. How to Argue with a Cat will
teach you how to: · Hold an intelligent conversation—one of the few things easier to do with a
cat than a human. · Argue logically, even if your opponent is furry and irrational. · Hack up a
fallacy (the hairball of logic). · Make your body do the talking (cats are very good at this). ·
Master decorum: the art of fitting in with cats, venture capitalists, or humans. · Learn the
wisdom of predator timing to pounce at the right moment. · Get someone to do something or
stop doing it. · Earn any creature’s respect and loyalty.
Akin to Monty Roberts's The Man Who Listens to Horses and going light-years beyond The
Hidden Life of Dogs, this extraordinary book takes a radical new direction in understanding our
life with canines and offers us astonishing new lessons about our pets. From changing the
misbehaviors and habits that upset us, to seeing the world from their unique and natural
perspective, to finding a deep connection with another being, BONES WOULD RAIN FROM
THE SKY will help you receive an incomparable gift: a profound, lifelong relationship with the
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dog you love.
AFTER You Get Your Puppy covers the last three developmental deadlines that your puppy
needs to meet before he is five months old: 1. Your puppy should be socialized to a wide
variety of people, especially children, men, and strangers, before he is twelve weeks old. 2.
Your puppy must learn to inhibit the force of his bites and develop a "soft mouth" before he is
eighteen weeks old. 3. You must prevent predictable adolescent problems. Veterinarian and
animal behaviorist Dr. Ian Dunbar is the original creator of off-leash puppy classes, which
sparked the revolution for positive, reward-based, dog-friendly dog training.
"...this book should be on every animal trainer's bookshelf for future reference. How Dogs
Learn covers the content of an undergraduate course in learning and behavior, but the
examples are taken from dog training it is practical and very useful without sacrificing scientific
and technical accuracy." --Jack Michael, PhD, Department of Psychology, Western Michigan
University How Dogs Learn explore the fascinating science of operant conditioning, where
science and dog training meet. How Dogs Learn explains the basic principles of behavior and
how they can be used to teach your dog new skills, diagnose problems and eliminate
unwanted behaviors. It's for anyone who wants to better understand the learning process in
dogs. Every concept is laid out clearly and precisely, and its relevance to your dog and how
you train is explained. A Howell Dog Book of Distinction
Learn to communicate with your dog—using their language “Good reading for dog lovers and
an immensely useful manual for dog owners.”—The Washington Post An Applied Animal
Behaviorist and dog trainer with more than twenty years’ experience, Dr. Patricia McConnell
reveals a revolutionary new perspective on our relationship with dogs—sharing insights on how
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“man’s best friend” might interpret our behavior, as well as essential advice on how to interact
with our four-legged friends in ways that bring out the best in them. After all, humans and dogs
are two entirely different species, each shaped by its individual evolutionary heritage. Quite
simply, humans are primates and dogs are canids (as are wolves, coyotes, and foxes). Since
we each speak a different native tongue, a lot gets lost in the translation. This marvelous guide
demonstrates how even the slightest changes in our voices and in the ways we stand can help
dogs understand what we want. Inside you will discover: • How you can get your dog to come
when called by acting less like a primate and more like a dog • Why the advice to “get
dominance” over your dog can cause problems • Why “rough and tumble primate play” can
lead to trouble—and how to play with your dog in ways that are fun and keep him out of mischief
• How dogs and humans share personality types—and why most dogs want to live with
benevolent leaders rather than “alpha wanna-bes!” Fascinating, insightful, and compelling,
The Other End of the Leash is a book that strives to help you connect with your dog in a
completely new way—so as to enrich that most rewarding of relationships.
Bruce Lee was a Chinese American action film star, martial arts instructor, filmmaker, and
philosopher. His Hong Kong and Hollywood-produced films elevated the traditional martial arts
film to a new level of popularity and acclaim. Through such films as Way of the Dragon and
Enter the Dragon, Lee helped to change the way Asians were presented in American films
and, in the process, he became an iconic figure known throughout the world. Although he died
at the young age of 32, Bruce Lee is widely considered to be the one of the most influential
martial artists of all time.
In this new book, renowned dog trainer Kathy Sdao reveals how her journey through life and
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her decades of experience training marine mammals and dogs led her to reject a number of
sacred cows including the leadership model of dog training.
"A revolutionary new way of understanding the relationship between humans and domestic
dogs"--Cover.

As an unabashed dog lover, Alexandra Horowitz is naturally curious about what
her dog thinks and what she knows. As a cognitive scientist she is intent on
understanding the minds of animals who cannot say what they know or feel. This
is a fresh look at the world of dogs -- from the dog's point of view. The book
introduces the reader to the science of the dog -- their perceptual and cognitive
Abilities -- and uses that introduction to draw a picture of what it might be like to
bea dog. It answers questions no other dog book can -- such as: What is a dog's
sense of time? Does she miss me? Want friends? Know when she's been bad?
Horowitz's journey, and the insights she uncovered from studying her own dog,
Pumpernickel, allowed her to understand her dog better, and appreciate her
more through that understanding. The reader will be able to do the same with
their own dog. This is not another dog training book. Instead, Inside of a Dogwill
allow dog owners to look at their pets' behaviour in a different, and revealing
light, enabling them to understand their dogs and enjoy their relationship even
more.
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Describes how dogs think and learn, and provides dog training methods that take
into consideration the unintentional effect human behavior has on the process.
This comprehensive book takes you, the handler, from the basics through
challenging advanced exercises. Color photographs and helpful diagrams, plus
step-by-step instructions, walk you through the basics, coach you on improving
your skills, and help you to work through errors and challenges. Fred's years of
professional experiences provide a wealth of insights and help you understand
that professional scent problems are much the same as yours.
One of our all time best selling books is now in its second edition with three
additional chapters, color photos and descriptive captions. Turid Rugaas is a
noted expert on canine body language, notably "calming signals" which are
signals dogs give to other dogs and humans to denote stress and to attempt
defuse situations that otherwise might result in fights or aggression. Written in
practical, down-to-earth, logical language. Companion DVD, 'Calming Signals:
What Your Dog Tells You
The Quick & Easy series features educational, economically-priced guidebooks
perfect for all pet owners. You will surely benefit from reading books from this
series, as each others lots of advice in a clear way. Topic: Dog Training.
NEW EXPANDED AND UPDATED EDITION -Including an entirely new section
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on leash-walking multiple dogs. This is a great resource if you're looking for some
tips to create a little order out of the canine chaos in your home, or how you'll
manage the entire pack for a walk around the neighborhood or at the dog park.
Will help you maximize the joy of living in a multi-dog household by using
Ethology and Positive Reinforcement to teach your dogs to be patient and polite
instead of pushy and demanding. Whether you're a novice or a professional,
you'll find some practical ideas about keeping life fun when you start to feel just a
little bit out-numbered by the dogs who share your house.
Culture ClashDogwise Publishing
A comprehensive, accessible, and humane guide to puppies from one of the
world's premier veterinary schools. This whole-dog approach--a unique
combination of training, behavior, and health care--is based on cutting-edge
research and real day-to-day clinic
The tools you need to think and train like a professional Jean Donaldson is one of
the top dog trainers in the United States, and her training academy has gained a
reputation as the Harvard for dog trainers and behavioral counselors. Now, you
can harness her highly effective dog-training techniques and benefit from her
expert guidance without leaving your home. If you're like most dog owners, you
treat your four-legged friend as a valued member of the family who enjoys the full
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run of the house-which is why good behavior is so important. Train Your Dog Like
a Pro offers a trusted, systematic approach to positive dog training that anyone
can follow. You'll get clear, detailed instructions for teaching essential behaviors,
more advanced skills, and even some fun tricks. Plus, a bonus DVD shows you
exactly how to accomplish each technique. Bonus DVD contains 2 hours and 30
minutes of hands-on instruction Training is based only on positive reinforcement,
patience, and persistence Donaldson is the best-selling author of The Culture
Clash: The Revolutionary New Way to Understanding the Relationship Between
Humans and Domestic Dogs Whether you're the proud parent of a puppy, an
adolescent, or an adult dog, this book and DVD truly give you everything you
need to train your dog like a pro. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary
materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Describes ways to help rehabilitate aggressive behavior in dogs, using food and
other reinforcers.
Voted the #1 BEST BOOK (1999) by the Association of Pet Dog Trainers - the
largest and most influential worldwide association of professional pet dog
trainers. Fun training with toys, treats, lures, and rewards. Easy, fun-loving, dogfriendly methods for teaching basic manners off-leash, and for temperament
modification and behavior problem troubleshooting. Written from the dog's point
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of view and emphasizing natural motivational methods to teach your dog to want
to do what you want him to do! "How To Teach A New Dog Old Tricks is the best
book by dog training's leading genius. The most relevant, important piece ever
written on the subject of dog behavior and training. Some fields are lucky enough
to be granted a giant: a figure whose contributions inspire awe and are
unsurpassable. Ian Dunbar is that in dog behavior. There is no single person on
the face of the planet to whom dog trainers and owners (not to mention dogs)
owe more." Jean Donaldson (author of The Culture Clash)
A New York Times Bestseller "I have to hand it to Bradshaw and Ellis: Once you
suss out their basic cat-training philosophy, their methods totally work." --Slate
We often assume that cats can't be trained, and don't need to be. But in The
Trainable Cat, bestselling anthrozoologist John Bradshaw and cat expert Sarah
Ellis show that cats absolutely must be trained in order to enrich the bond
between pet and owner. Full of training tips and exercises--from introducing your
cat to a new baby to helping them deal with visits to the vet--The Trainable Cat is
the essential cat bible for cat owners and lovers. "I doubt you'll find a more wellinformed or scientific book on cats that better shows you how feline thinking
works."--Times (UK)
Dogdom's most influential dog trainer and behaviorist, Jean Donaldson, is back
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with a newly revised and expanded edition of her popular Dogs are from
Neptune. In 41 essays, Jean highlights the common and frequently wrongheaded notions people have about why dogs behave the way they do, and
explains what really motivates your pooch and how to change behavior. Jean's
innovative ideas are delivered via quirky and witty—but always scientifically
based—essays will help create “Aha!” moments for every dog lover on earth. If
you loved Jean's best selling The Culture Clash, you will enjoy learning more
about the dogs who inhabit planet Neptune and the people who don't!
Karen Pryor’s clear and entertaining explanation of behavioral training methods
made Don’t Shoot the Dog a bestselling classic with revolutionary insights into
animal—and human—behavior. In her groundbreaking approach to improving
behavior, behavioral biologist Karen Pryor says, “Whatever the task, whether
keeping a four-year-old quiet in public, housebreaking a puppy, coaching a team,
or memorizing a poem, it will go fast, and better, and be more fun, if you know
how to use reinforcement.” Now Pryor clearly explains the underlying principles
of behavioral training and reveals how this art can be applied to virtually any
common situation. And best of all, she tells how to do it without yelling threats,
force, punishment, guilt trips—or shooting the dog. From the eight methods for
putting an end to all kinds of undesirable behavior to the ten laws of “shaping”
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behavior, Pryor helps you combat your own addictions and deal with such difficult
problems as a moody spouse, an impossible teen, or an aged parent. Plus,
there’s also incredibly helpful information on house training the dog, improving
your tennis game, keeping the cat off the table, and much more! “In the course of
becoming a renowned dolphin trainer, Karen Pryor learned that positive
reinforcement…is even more potent that prior scientific work had
suggested…Don’t Shoot the Dog looks like the very best on the subject—a fullscale mind-changer” (The Coevolution Quarterly). Learn why pet owners rave,
“This book changed our lives!” and how these pioneering techniques can work
for you, too.
A practical how-to guide on resource guarding - food bowl, object, bed, crate,
owner, etc. - in dogs. Contents include: aggression basics, nature of resource
guarding, kinds of resource guarding, behaviorist vs. medical models,
recognizing guarding, prognosis, safety tools, treatment overview, management,
desensitization and counterconditioning, resource sample hierarchies,
generalization, troubleshooting, body handling desensitization, operant
conditioning.
With almost 200 pages, corresponding photos, and step-by-step instructions,
Puppy Start Right is the ideal book for fostering and enhancing a “parenting
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relationship” among people and their dogs! This book is a great resource for all
dog parents, dog trainers, puppy socialization class instructors, shelters, and
adoption agencies. Whether you are raising a new puppy, have recently adopted
an adolescent dog, or are living with an adult dog, Puppy Start Right is the book
for you. This book sets the foundation for a lifelong partnership between you and
your dog based on a mutual understanding and trust. Puppy Start Right is more
than a puppy book about socialization; it’s a positive approach to problem
solving, prevention, and training, all without the use of force. Problem-solving
topics address common behaviors of adolescent dogs, including mouthing/biting,
jumping, chewing, digging, counter surfing, and stealing objects. Prevention
topics include confinement/independence training, food bowl exercises, handling
and restraint, and more. The book also includes: • The Developmental Life
Stages of Dogs • Domestication, Social Behavior, How Dogs Perceive the World,
and Canine Communication • How Dogs Learn • Positive Socialization and What
to do if Your Dog is Frightened? • Applying the Problem-Solving Model to
Prevent Common Behavior Problems • House Training in 5 Easy Steps •
Foundation Training Exercises
Dogs are dangerous. And they are more dangerous to children than to adults. Not as
dangerous of course, as kitchen utensils, drapery cords, five-gallon water buckets, horses, or
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cows. Not nearly as dangerous as playground equipment, swimming pools, skateboards, or
bikes. And not remotely as dangerous as family, friends, guns, or cars. Heres the reality. Dogs
almost never kill people. A child is more likely to die choking on a marble or a balloon, and an
adult is more likely to die in a bedroom slipper related accident. Your chances of being killed by
a dog are roughly one in 18 million. You are twice as likely to win a super lotto jackpot on a
single ticket than be killed by a dog. You are five times as likely to be killed by a bolt of
lightning than be killed by a dog. Because it is so extraordinary, lightning is often regarded as a
universal clich for an Act of God. Dog-attack deaths are even more extraordinaryfive times
more extraordinary.The supposed epidemic numbers of dog bites splashed across the media
are absurdly inflated by dubious research and by counting bites that dont actually hurt anyone.
Even when dogs do injure people, the vast majority of injuries are at the Band-Aid level.Dogs
enhance the lives of millions more people than even the most inflated estimates of dog-bite
victims. Search-and-rescue and cancer-detecting dogs save significant numbers of human
lives, and assistance dogs enormously improve the quality of many more. Infants who live with
dogs have fewer allergies. People with dogs have less cardiovascular disease, better heart
attack survival, and fewer backaches, headaches, and flu symptoms. Petting your dog lowers
stress and people who live with dogs just plain feel better than people who dont.Yet
lawmakers, litigators, and insurers press for less dog ownership. This must stop. We must
maintain perspective. Yes, dogs bite. But even party balloons and bedroom slippers are more
dangerous.
The book that has shaped modern dog training and ownership with its unique and scientifically
sound recognition of the "cultural" differences between dogs and humans. Dogs can't read so
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you need to in order to really understand your dog.
Do you have an impossible dog? Does your dog come when called, heel properly when you go
for a walk, and sit quietly when you ask him to? If your answer is a resounding No! then you
may think you have an impossible dog, a Pigs Fly dog, one you may think can never be
trained. The key to training success with these dogs is to figure out what they find rewarding
and then use those rewards to get the behavior you want. Youll be amazed at what your bad
dog will do when you know how he thinks and what turns him on!
Jean Donaldson brings her considerable wisdom -- and wit -- to a wide variety of topics of
interest to dog trainers and enthusiasts in this book from Dogwise Publishing. In 55 essays,
Jean tackles issues ranging from the nature vs nurture debate, to the role of dominance in
domestic dogs, to what are the most effective ways to train dogs. You will note a number of
themes that flow throughout the book. Jean is a firm believer in conducting scientific research
(verifiable results) rather than forming opinions based on gut feel or taking an anthropomorphic
view of dog behavior. She also admits that we are flying blind on many issues because of a
lack of research and tells the reader when that is the case. She looks at problem behaviors
(problems for humans at least) from the perspective that both a dog's genes and environment
impact behavior, and our ability to modify such behaviors is sometimes muddled since we don't
always understand how genetics and environment interact. And finally, just what is a Dog Mom
(or Dad) and how did that phenomenon develop and what is its genetic usefulness, if any, to
both dogs and people?! Along with her other best selling books, Oh Behave! is destined to be
a classic in the literature on dog behavior.
How to raise the perfect puppy A revolution for dogs: Very few dog trainers have not been
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influenced by Dr. Ian Dunbar’s dog-friendly philosophy. In the 1970s, Dr. Ian Dunbar sparked
a dramatic shift in puppy training — away from leash corrections and drill-sergeant adult dog
training classes based on competitive obedience and toward a positive approach using toys,
treats, and games as rewards for teaching basic manners, preventing behavior problems, and
modifying temperament. Before Dr. Dunbar there were no classes for puppy training, very few
family dog classes, and not much fun in dog training. His positive approach revolutionized the
dog training field, especially puppy training. Raising a great dog: Now, in Before and After
Getting Your Puppy, Dr. Ian Dunbar combines his two popular puppy training manuals into one
indexed, value-priced hardcover dog training book. In clear steps, with helpful photos and easyto-follow puppy training milestones, he presents a structured yet playful and humorous plan for
raising a wonderful dog. Dr. Dunbar’s guide is based around six developmental milestones:
Your doggy education Evaluating puppy’s progress Errorless housetraining and chewtoytraining Socialization with People Learning bite inhibition The world at large Fans of The Art of
Raising a Puppy, Training the Best Dog Ever, or Zak George’s Dog Training Revolution, will
love Ian Dunbar’s Before and After Getting Your Puppy.
Includes a new section on clicker training.
Approaching puppy education from the puppy's perspective, this book presents the key skills a
dog needs to cope with life, and assists owners in developing a fulfilling relationship with their
puppy. Beautiful photographs illustrate the points made, and each chapter includes a
worksheet to help owners chart their puppy's progress.
Excel-erated Learning: Explaining in Clear English How Dogs Learn and How Best To Teach
Them reveals the secret for increasing the speed and efficiency of dog training. With the
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freedom of understanding "how your dog learns" comes the ability of making the process easy,
efficient and enjoyable for your dog.

The ebook version of this book is FULL color throughout! A Dog World Top 12
Training and Behavior Book - 2010!
Dogs have deliberate, subtle, and often humorous ways of expressing themselves.
Canine Behavior - A Photo Illustrated Handbook includes 1,000 images of dogs,
wolves, coyotes, and foxes. It was created for everyone interested in dogs—pet owners,
trainers, veterinarians, ethologists, and behaviorists. Using the interdisciplinary
language of photography, Barbara Handelman illustrates and explains canine behavior
and communication. Her book establishes a common understanding and vocabulary for
people interested in, and working with, dogs.
Canine Behavior is structured in many user-friendly ways, including alphabetical
organization of the terminology, cross referencing, and, both a detailed table of
contents, and an index. Those interested in both wild and domestic dog behavior will
spend hours, if not years, studying and learning from this book.
What reviewers are saying...
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MY PET WORLD
“There aren't many books out there with 1,000 photos of dogs (and also wolves)
expressing themselves. You'll see signs of mild stress, which range from a paw lift to lip
licking to blinking. A yawn may simply mean a dog is tired, or indicate stress. Stretching
can also be a sign of stress. Dogs are constantly communicating non-verbally. This
book is a must for anyone truly interested in translating what canines are saying.”
Steve Dale
MIDWEST BOOK REVIEW
“Dog and canine lovers are in for a treat if they pick up "Canine Behavior: A Photo
Illustrated Handbook". Featuring one thousand photos covering everything from
common dogs to wolves, foxes, and coyotes, "Canine Behavior" is complete and
comprehensive in its coverage of canine species. Alongside the black and white
photography are examinations of canine behavior with tips for dog owners peppered
throughout. "Canine Behavior: A Photo Illustrated Handbook" is a must have for any
dog person and for community library pets/wildlife collections.” James A. Cox
A renowned dog trainer gives you the positive training tools you need to share a lifetime
of fun, companionship, and respect with your dog. Plus, you'll get: information on the
importance of observing, understanding, and reacting appropriately to your dog's body
language; instructions on how to phase out the use of a clicker and treats to introduce
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more advanced training concepts; a diary to track progress; suggestions for treats your
dog will respond to; and a glossary of training terms.
Dogwise Publishing is pleased to reunite again with Pat Miller for the publication of her
second volume of Positive Perspectives, a collection of her recent articles. This
collection is more advanced than volume one, with particular emphasis on
understanding the latest in canine behavioral research so that you can become a more
effective trainer and/or owner. Written in Pat's understandable but sophisticated style,
Positive Perspectives 2 presents the latest "positive" thinking on body language,
training and behavioral concepts, teaching behaviors, problem behaviors, and
aggression.
Provides busy parents with simple, realistic advice to help ensure that the relationship
between their kids and their dog is safe and enjoyable for all. You will learn how to help
your child and dog develop a strong relationship, built on trust and cooperation; set your
family up for success with a minimum of effort; recognize canine stress signals and
know when your dog is getting worried about normal kid activity; identify serious
behavior problems before someone gets hurt; prevent your child from becoming part of
a growing statistic--children who have been bitten by a dog.
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